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possibilities, an� extensions in this I'olio, the students will
view the crawfish in nature, li erature, and as an edible
delicacy. 'Students v,ill create a slide show using
technology�ga her data. v:rite stories and poems, and
choreograph an original dance.

Crawfish can readily be found throughou  the world and
are relatively inexpensive to purchase. They can provide
students with an excellent opportunity to conduct
hands-on investigations into the world of science and
make connections in many other areas of the elementary
curriculum. Through the investigations, research

foot long and weighs about eight pounds.  'Mmmmm!
Good.!

1n south Louisiana children grow up catching and eating
crawfish. 1Vlany have families that make their living
raising crav'fish for the global market or supplementing
family income by harvesting the wild swamp crawfish of
thc Atchafalaya Basin,
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Although the crawfish and lobster look alike, they arc
only cousins. Crawfish need a freshwatenenvironment,: .
v hile saltwater is essential to the lob'ster< The crawfish is
called a "decapod" because'it has 'five pair's:of legs,.etch
with a specific purpose, Crawfish'have gills h'ke fish and
yet they Can Spend:anneXtended tiine Ou : bf W'ater'.' Their '
gills allow thc little':cr'uitaceans to..e'xtract:wat<er 'from.the'
atmosphere on hurrusdsdays. Some varieties construct::
elabora c  unnels:with external "chimneys" to allow then~
to gct to the watei table and protect their<co]d-blooded .
bodies from theswmier's cold and the summer's extreme

heat. Crawfish arc found in rivers,'popds; and sv<amps all
over the world with the exception o<f Africa<a'snd Antarctica
There are about 450 species knowsn tbday. The Unit'ed
States boasts 230 species of crawfish. 15 of which can bc
fbund in Louisiana. Crawfish vary in size and color.
Their hucs are white, pink, orange, brown, dark blue, and,
the one that in south Louisiana is most familiar, red.

Although the crawfish usually grows to a length ot only
six inches, there is an Australian species that measures a

CrawFish have two main body sectiops; the cephalothorax
and thc abdomcru A:hard'carapace:;prole<cts the bead and
thorax of the:cep4'a'lothOXAx.:::: T4e'1Cgs;a<re a  ached to thc
thorax and a<re'U8ed for walkie'g,.ca chlA'g:;Qnd cleaning
prey; and.reproductior . < Crawfish: cifi"move�'forv, ard,
backward,.and'sideways'. As' atd<ul s, 'cr''awe'fi'sh< are not very
good swimmers a6d depe >d on their  ails  o thrust them out
of harm's way when threatened by an enemy, such as
raccoons,' bears, turtles, birds, fish, opossums. or people.
A u pique aSpec  of the crawfish is i s ability io regenerate
new parts.Should it lose a pincer, for example.

The small'leg-like appendages on the underside of the
abdomen are' called swimmerets, Sv'immerets are more

pronounced on thc:female and are used to help hcr swim
and to carry her eggs, Baby crawfish arc born looking just
like "mom'" except for  heir coloration. They are almos 
transpa>ent and nearly helpless. For two weeks  hey stay
attached  o "mom" while  hey double in size. The mo her
crawfish uses her sv immerets to provide a cons ant  low of
fresh oxygenated water overher eggs and then her
hatchlings. The youn ~ crav, fish feed on tender wa er
plants before moving on to a variety of worms, tadpoles.
snails. insects, and small fish.
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Thc crawfish has been around since 25,000 B.C. and has

been found in almost all cultures. Its longevity;ujd
diversity have pI.ovidcd us with a rich history of fo1!klore.
Native Americans believe that the crawfish assisted in the

creation of thc earth. In Australia native tribes tell how a

crawfish ancestor built a weir to hold back the " Ireat

Hood" of the Bible, African-American slaves told how

Noah loaded the Ark with crawfish, Farmers believe that

cravrfish signal rain when they close up their burrows.
Crawfish appear on the coats-of'-arms oI Furopcan and
Asian aristocracy and also on tarot cards. Many cultures
believed that the crawfish served a medicinal purpose.
Russian culture is filled with folktales, proverbs, and
riddles surroundin<r the crawfish. In modern society, the
crawfish appears on the computer game Dungeons and
Dragons, and provided the fiendish monster in the movie
Ck>w a'tfojIxrers. And exactly what is meant by
"crawfishing" in today's vernacular and where did this
expression originate?

The crawfish's body can bc divided into two parts -- the
head and thorax  A!, which are fused in crawfish,
and the abdomen  8!. Thc division between
these two parts is easily identified on
specimens. A crawfish has two sets of
antefn1ac. 'the ftrst antcIInae

 not shown in diagram! and thc
seeottd antennae  C!. The second OF
antennae are the large segmented
pair of antennae located near the
eyes �!. The eyes are set atop
movable stalks. Thc first antennae

are four srbisker-tike projections !
just beloxv the second antennae.
The carapace  H!, or the hard
shell that protects the internal
OI<ranS O ' the CraWfiSh, COmeS tO a

sharp point called the rostrum  E!.
Finally, there is the mouth  'not
shown in diagram!. T' he mouth
consists of seve1'al parts. First, there are the mandibles
that cover the actual mouth. The mandibles act somewhat

like jaws, except they move side to side.

Craxvfish have five pairs ot legs. Large claws called the
ehelipeds  F! form the first pair. These strong pinchers are
specialized for cutting, capturing food, attack, and
defence. A pinch can hurt! The other four pairs are much
smaller and are called the periopods  t  !. The periopods
are used in walking and also to probe cracks and crevices
between rocks looking for food, The first two periopods

Students will discover many interesting cultural cotmcc-
tions as they investigate the little crustacean that many
have come to love as a part of dining "Cajun-style".

Imagination and creativity are the only limitations to
extending the study of the critter knov n by many names
crayfish, crawfish, crawdad, crawdaddy, mudbug, yabby
and ecrevisse.

have movable fingers, like miniature claws, v;hich are used
to thrust food into the mouth. The tail  I! ends in a large
fan-like thing called the tailfan, which consists of the
telsons  K! and uropod  8!. Thc tailfan is used in rapid,
backward motion when the crawfish must escape
immediate danger. On the bottom  ventral side! of the
abdomen arc five pairs of swiimmerets  not shown in
diagram!. The sv"immerets are what the crawfish uses to
switn when it is not in a hurry. All of these "legs" can be
regenerated if broken ol'T.



N.ANGUAGE ART$: IF0 kt@IIex, IF@ncmy, md
Poet~
Set up a reading center in which several books and
magazines are available to students.  Check the
reference section for suggestions.! After the students
have completed the reading assignmcnts, you may
have them write an original folktale or other fantasy
based upon their reading, observations, and research.
Possible story themes: How crawfish tricked raccoon,
Francois the crawfish moves north, A day in the
life..., The mystery of the chimney, etc.

Poems based on knowledge gained from
observations, investigations, and readings may be in
free verse, meter. or in the pattern of a cinquain,
diamante, or haiku.

Students may solve a wordsearch puzzle using
vocabulary from the folio.

ART
Students may carve potato prints of crawfish to
embellish their creative writing.

Students may cooperatively create a wall mural
of a wetland environment featuring the crawfish
Bulletin board paper can be used as background
and the swamp's plant and animal fife can be
created using construction paper and the "tom
paper" method to create a coIIage.

Students who are ambitious may wish to fold the
lobster presented in many origami books.  No
onc will know the difference, except your
students.!

GEOG~PHD
As students research the crawfish they may place
map pins in a worId map mounted on a bulletin
boar

MAYH m HOME ECOMOMIIC$
Provide several cookbooks featuring recipes for
crawfish or allow students to search the Internet

for an interesting one they wish to prepare.
Remember the limitations of cooking in your
particular classroom/school. Have students
compile a hst of things needed from home and
from the grocery. Use the newpaper to help
estimate the cost for fhe dish plus tax and
additional math skills to figure out the pcr-
student cost. Have students shop for items
needed. Use math skill.s once again while
assembling the recipe. Cook and enjoyl

PHYSIICAIL EDUCATIIOR
Students may use any piece of music they wish
or choose a "Cajun" or "Zydeco" piece to create
an original dance. This should be done after
observations have been completed and research
data have been compiled. Use of a rubric to
assess this activity is recommended.

MUSIIC
Teach the "Crawdad Song ' found in The
Cra~~fish BooA by Glen Pitre.
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tri ckster story about a craw'fish.
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Activity 2 - Observing the Physical Characteristics of Ol Crusty

SOAR Set-UP  see SOAR How-To Book!
TOUCH and VIEW with 1X and 30X lens.  c! length of the first right walking leg

Procedure

~ Using the 30X lens, have students measure
 a! the diameter of each of the crawfish's eyes
 b! the length of the first right swimmeret

of a crawfish. Slowly moving the ruler closer to
the crawfish, observe and video what the crawfish
does to escape the ruler. Students are not to touch
the crawfish with the ruler.

 c! crawfish movement while swimming

SOAR Set-up  see SOAR How-Tu Book!

SOAR Set-up ¹3 with 1X lens.

Procedure

 a! crawfish movement that is undisturbed.
 b! crawfish movement that is disturbed

NOTE: In this instance, have the students place a
12-inch ruler in the water about 10 inches in front

Looking at Ol' CrustyLOUISIANA

Pre-fab preparation
For the observations required for this activity you will need a
deceased crawfish for each student/group.

�! Have each student/group choose a crawfish specimen
and observe the physical characteristics. The
worksheet entitled Observing Physical Features is
provided to help guide students' observations. Note: Be
sure to have students record the magnification of the lens
they used in their observation.

�! Have students first estimate the length of each body
part, then construct a monitor ruler to measure
length. Instructions for making this ruler are provided in
the Scope-On-3-Rope How-To Book. Have students use
metric measurements.

Acdvity 3 - Observing a Crawfish Walk
Pre-lab preparation
The mini-ecosystems set-up for Acti
to observe how crawfish move. You

hooked up to record students' observ
SOAR. If the sound recording set-up
available, students may record their
observations as they video the
live specimens, You will also
need a small aquarium or
transparent container filled with
water for students to observe how crawfish swim,

�! Students will observe and describe how crawfish
use each of their legs to move about. Using the 1X
lens, have students make a 15-minute videotape of
one of the live crawfish in the mini-ecosystem set-
up. Students should videotape three movements:

~ Using a metric ruler have students measure and record
the following lengths on their worksheet;

 a! length of each of the large claws

 b! length of the body from tip of rostrum to end of
telson

�! Using the measurement data collected by your students
have them judge whether the following statements are
TRUE or FALSE. If the statement is false, have the
students rewrite the statement so that it is true.

All crawfish used in this study have eyes with the
same diameter.

The majority of students in the class had crawfish
specimens with right and left claws of the same
length.

Crawfish with the longest rostrum-telson
measurement had the widest eyes.

The length of the first right walking leg was exactly
three times longer than the first right swimmeret.

NOTE: The teacher should designate one student to
carefully pick up a crawfish and let it go in an
aquarium. The 1X lens should be placed against the
aquarium so that students can video how the
crawfish uses its appendages to swim. A fish net
can be used to retrieve the crawfish.

�! Students should be able to answer the following
questions about the function of crawfish legs.

D What legs do crawfish use to calmly move from
one spot to another?

D What legs do crawfish use to escape from a
threatening ruler?

D How does a crawfish use its large claws when it is
moving?

D What legs does a crawfish use to swim?

If a sound recording set-up is used, this can serve as an
assessment, but if it is not, you may wish to have students
write a one- or two-paragraph observation.



LOOKING AT OI.' CRUSTY - Acdvky One
RESEARCHING A QUESTION ON CRAWFISH

Name:

Date:

SOAR Lens es! Used:

The question on crawfish I have chosen to research is:

What characteristics of your crawfish should you observe in order to answer this question?

Record how long you observed your crawfish specimen today:

Looking at Ol' CrustyLOUISIANA



LOOKING AT Ol.' CRUSTY - Activity Two
OBSERVNG PHYSICAL FEATURES

Name:

Date:

SOAR Lens es! Used:

1. Describe the physical characteristics of your specimen, Be specific.

2, Predict uses for each pair of legs.

4. Using the measurement data you collected above, decide whether the following statements are true for
your crawfish. Circle TRUE or FALSE. If the statement is false for your crawfish, rewrite it so that it
is true.

Both my crawfish's eyes have the same diameter. TRUE FALSE

My crawfish specimen had right and left claws of the same length. TRUE FALSE

The first right walking leg was exactly three times longer than the first right swimmeret.
TRUE FALSE

5. On the drawing below, fill in the drawing with as much detail as possible.  You may use pencil colors
only to add coloration. Remember to use a hght hand.!

Looking at Ol' Crusty

3, Begin by estimating in millimeters the length of body parts listed below, Then, using a monitor ruler or
regular metric ruler, measure each of the body parts.





With the aid of lhe Scope-on-a-I<ope, thc magical world of
snail behavior and characteristics becomes easily acces-
sible to the most reluctant learner.

UGR! SLIIvlF1 and WHAT A BEAUTIIcUL SIRI: LL!

are common reactions to snails. In caiioons, snails arc
featured as SLUC<gish of movement and lowly of intellect,

species have lungs and must surfac<.' to breathe, Land
snails, also lung breathcrs, have two sets of1entacles xvith
their eyes at thc top of the rear pair. The eye tips on the
tentacles cari bc retracted For pro1ection.

Sea snails have'eyes at the base ot their one parr.of
tentacles and they breathe tlirough gills. Freshwater snails
have similar tentacle and eye configurations, hut most

Land siiailsx ai'e hermaphrodktes but,mustxmate:a%i'tji other
snails for thc exchange of sperm.

Mollusk, Apex, I'<><it
Radula, Tentacle,

Operculum

Observing, Describing
Measuring, Predicting

Iniernicdiatc 10-6! Life Science

A cooperative project between the Undergraduate Biological Sciences Education Program Grant from the Howard Hughe~edical
Institute to Louisiana State University and the Louisiana Sea Grant College Program. Louisiana Sea Grant, Septen1be'r 000,

Snails are mollusks, or soft-bodied nonsegmentcd'
invertebrates. All moltusks have a large muscle commonly
called a foot that is used for locomotion. Tissue called a

mantle covers the hiternal organs, and in most mollusk
species the mantle secretes a calcium shell to cover the soft
body. This shell protects the mollusk from predators aiid
h'elps to keep thc body moist. Mollusk shells provide no
body suppott. Slugs are frequently described as snails
without shells.

M<iny mollusks, including snails, have a radula, an organ
in thc':.throat with rows of sharp teeth that rasp off bits of
food. The radula can also be used to bore holes in the

shells of prey for feeding. Mollusks have either gills or
lungs for br'eathing.

Thc largest gi'oup of mollusks, Class Gastropoda, includes
over 80.000'species of snails and slugs. The w<ord
gaslropoda'i8eans "stomach-foot". Snails and slugs move
through the use of the foot, over a mucus trail 1hat they
secrete. In'.addition to other mollusk features, a gastropod
has a hea'd'with eyes, and one or two pairs of tentacles for
feeling and.":smelling. Snails live in a variety of marine and
land habitats'. Snails may be herbivores, carnivores,
scavengers,'deposit feeders. or suspension feeders.

Sea snails and some Freshwater snails have an operculum,
or horny pla1e. on the back of the foot, which serves as a
closure to the shell opening when the snail withdraws into
the shell. The popular food snails, known as escur< oi< aine
land snails of1!ie species Hchx ponuiria.

Snail shells are univalvcs, coiled in a clockwise spiral,
The shells grow periodically rather than continually, Color
paltcrn is in part dependent on food  for pigment! and on
groxvth activity. Snails' shells are the chief means of
species identi tie<it ion.

The eggs oF snails arc often found in gelatinous masses hi
water and on plants, or just below the surface of the soil.
Initially they appear as a blob of jelly with small light-
colored dots, Viexved under mag<nification at this stage. thc
outhnes of the eggs may bc scen, with the dot oFF to onc
side in each cgg, A't a later stage, tlie eggs may appca<r
more opaque, with:the. dot larger and more'. irrcgular< i<n
shape. Shortly before hatchuig, you ntay seesth'1<'~nai1'
shape, including s'hell, in the egL<,'with its beating"heart.



jars. tv<o- or three-Jiter soft-drink
bottles with the tops cut oQ as
homes for the snails as they hatch.

SpeciesYour local pct store or aquarium sup-
ply store is the best source for snails
for classroom investigations.

Two snails suited to aquariums
include thc Red Ramshom  /'lonorbi<,
corneus! and the Malayan snai!s
{iWelnnoides iuh<rrcul<r/u J.Usc v«ater that has been dcchlorinated

or use distilled water, No aeration is

needed to keep the plants, snails, and
eggs alive.

Red Ramshorn

Student groups may have their own
small tanks for "their" snails that

way, they will be sure to be viev.ing
ihc same snail over time.

Set up one or more classroom "tanks"
 small aquariums, five-gallon f'ood

The Snail's Trail Block is made of several sizes ot triangles  called half-square triangles! and squares. To cut the half'-
square triangles, simply cut a square ot the given size and cut diagonally io create two equaJ triangles. When cut1ing
f'abric pieces, the sides of the squares should be on the straight of the grabs of'the fabric,

For a 10 '/: in, block  � in. when pieced with other b!ocksJ, sevvn with '/- in. seams, cut the fo!!owing templates  seam
allowance is inc!uded!. CUT TAKEO SVTS, using two fabrics of high contrast.

Piece A, cut two squares, 2 </<" on a side

Piece B, cut onc square, 3 -",~" on a side,
then cut diagonally for two triangles

Piece C, cut a square, 4 ".~" on a side,
then cut diagonally for two triangles

Piece D, cut a square, 5 '/~" on a side,
then cu1 diagonally for two triangles,

Sew the A squares together first, Sew 8 triangles, addin« two of one color
first, on opposite sides of the four-patch square, then adding the 8's of the
other color. P cpeat for the C 1riangles. and then the 0's.

JVfakc fiiends with the store manager,
and rcqucst that he or she no1ify you
when a clump of snail eggs is sighted
on the side of an aquarium tank. You
can probably have these free,

Bring home the eggs in a bag of
aqtrarium v ater, along with a bunch
of aquatic plants such as elodca.
NOW is the time to "scope" the eggs
for thc students to view, vidcotaping
of course. Put the eggs in a small
petri dish for viewing, keeping the
maSS intact.

I AMAZ!NG SNAIL FACTS�.

< The smallest knov;n adult snail

i shell ts from Arn<nonicem no/n,

12 inches in diameter. !=iffy of'
cm laid end-to-cnd would

easure one inch,

Put the egg mass gently into one tank,
trying 1o get it to adhere to the side of
thc tank just above thc water line.
Add thc plants, and as thc snails
hatch. begin your acti vhics.

1/<.lix as/rersa, a common garden
snail, can travel about hvo feei in
three minutes. Ai that rate, it v,ould

travel one mile in 5 /r days.
Ninety-ninc percent of all snail

species have shell whorls that coil
in a clockwise direction.
From the Canchalogists af Amercia
<t«ebsite,
hatt,//cpa. acnatsci. orci/conchnet/
facts.htm~lff ace



~ Students will develop individual quilt blocks using the traditional Snail's Trail pattern.
' Students will read, write, and il]ustrate original rhymed stories with snails as characters,

Students will create a series of snai] drawings to represent different points of view.

AI t/$cience

POINT$ OF VlDVQ0 i]LT 8]].OCK

View a large snail or snail shell
from three points of view: top,

Select two contrasting colors of
fabric or paper to create your
Snail's Trail Block.

Have students work with a

reading/writing buddy for the
following activities:

Prepare templates f' or students to
trace onto fabric or paper for the
pieces,

Sewn Block: usc the dimensions

given for Planning the Quilt.

Make detailed sketches of each

view and label them as to point of
view.

Copying 1'4"graph grids onto
cardstock will provide sturdy
templates.

Publish the poem as a multi-
page book with illustrations.

Paper Block: Turn template-
making into a math activity by
giving the students graph paper
from which to cut templates.
Begin with any size square and
divide according to thc block
dcslgn,

Display by grouping the finished
blocks, matching edges.
WATCH thc Snail's Trai] come

alive!

Read aloud three "easy
reade~" books that have

snails as characters, See

tradebook list under
"Resources".

Research a particular species
of snail in order ]o learn

factual details about

characteristics, habitat, and
behavior.

Write a story in rhymed
verse with a snail as a

character. Develop multiple
vcrscs to thc poclrl.

Make the stOIy Or pOem
realistic or fantasy, but be
sure to include factual details

from the research, GIVE
TI-IE SNAIL

PERSONALITY,  oo.

Create a fantasy scene placing the
snail or shet] in an unlike]y
setting. Select one of the points-
of-view sketches to incorporate in
the fantasy scene.

THINK WILD,
FUTUR] STIC,
I-IISTORICAL, or
WHIMSICAL for the setting.
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Trailing the Snail
Pre-lab preparation

Grade Level:
Intermediate, Middle

Group Size:
Whole group and small group

Summary:
Using SOAR, the world of snail
characteristics and behavior
becomes easily observed for all
learners.

Subject Area: Life Science

Extensions:
Art, Social Studies, Language Arts

Process Skills:
Observe, measure, describe,
predict

Vocabulary:
Apex, gastropod, mollusk,
operculum, radula, tentacle

Trailing Ne SnailLOUISIANA

Practice the procedure for developing a
monitor ruler for use with the SOAR

lenses you will use �X, 30X!,

Prepare a class chart or an overhead
transparency that demonstrates basic
snail features  see Objectives!.

Collect snail eggs a few weeks prior to the labs, or set up a class aquarium
with some snails, and watch for snail eggs. As a class, view the snail
eggs using the 1X, 30X, and the 200X lenses. Begin the lab activities as
soon as the snail eggs hatch.

SOAR Set-up  see SOAR How-To Book!

Use INVERT AND VIEW Set-up ¹6 and Set-up ¹7.
Alternative: use STAND AND VIEW set-ups for viewing snail eggs and
snails.

Procedure

 I! Discuss with students what they already know about snails.

�! View the snail eggs as a whole class and discuss observations,

�! Display the previously prepared class chart of the parts of a snail;
pronounce and discuss the vocabulary.
Discuss concepts of physical characteristics and behavior.

Anticipate snail behaviors that may be observed: locomotion, eating,
eliminating, etc.

�! Divide the class into lab groups of two-to-four students each for the two
lab activities,

�! Conduct the labs, Groups may need to take turns using the SOAR, so
plan for other activities for students to pursue when they are not at the
SOAR. Related activities could include centers based on the extensions
suggested in this folio, Internet or library research on snails, or activities
in other subjects. Students should observe their snails without
magnification before using the SOAR.

 If possible, offer the students the opportunity to videotape the iinages
they see while using the SOAR.!

Objectives:
~ To observe, measure, and

describe physical features of a
snail

~ To observe and describe snail
behavior

~ To observe changes over time
~ To measure distance and

compute a rate  here called the
Snail's Pace!

~ To predict from data

Materials:
~ The Scope-On-A-Rope
~ Snail eggs and young

freshwater snails  collected
from aquarium store!

~ Plastic petri dishes
~ Pipettes and forceps
~ Transparency paper
~ Markers

~ String

Duration:
~ One 45 min. introductory

session  viewing snail eggs and
making monitor ruler!

~ Two lab sessions, which may be
set up as center activities

National Science Standards:
Content Standard  X-l2!

~ Students will develop an
understanding of change,
constancy, and measurement

Content Standard 0 �-8!
~ Students will investigate

structure and function of
living systems  the snail!



Activity 1 - Growing at a Snail's Pace

Activity 2 - The Snail's Pace

Tnriling the SnailLOUISIANA

Have students use the 1X lens first to view the snail. The
snail should be placed in a small amount of aquarium
water in the base of a small petri dish, Use STAND AND
VIEW and INVERT AND VIEW set-ups.

�! Students will observe and describe the physical
features of a freshwater snail.

~ Use the prepared chart or diagram of a snail to
guide discussion of main external body parts.
Challenge students to do independent research to
learn more about snail characteristics.

~ Guide SOAR discovery by asking students what
colors and shapes they see. Can they rnatch
observed features to items of the diagram?

�! Students will observe and describe the behavior of
a freshwater snail.

~ What is the snail doing? Is there a purpose to the
locomotion or movement? Does the snail move
sporadically or continuously?

�! Students will measure the diaineter of a freshwater
snaiL

~ Direct students to gently remove the snail from the
petri dish to place on a standard ruler to measure its
diameter, Use forceps or a small plastic spoon. The
students need never touch the snail directly.

 I! Students will construct a monitor ruler
 scale based on magnification image! to
measure distance.

~ Directions for creating a Monitor Ruler
can be found in the SOFIA How- To Book.

�! Students will observe and measure the
distance a snail moves during a set
interval.

~ Intervals of 30 seconds are suggested so
that the students will be successful in
collecting data before the snail moves
beyond view of the screen.

~ Caution students to wait until the snail
acclimates to the petri dish environment
and really begins to move before
beginning the timing and tracing.

�! Students will compare the data afforded by the
different levels of magnification.

�! Students will collect the above data on the snail over
a period of two-three weeks and will compare the
data, describing similarities and differences.

~ Make additional copies of the Activity One
blackline master for follow-up lab records.

Assessinent Strate ies: Use the completed third viewing
worksheet as the assessment tool,

�! Students will calculate a rate, called THE
SNAIL'S PACK, and predict distances to be
traveled by the snail over longer periods.

Assessment Strate ies: Repeat Activity Two, using
a different level of magnification  for example, use
the 30X if the 1X was used the first time!,



TRAILING THE SNAII. - Activity One Name:
OBSERVING PHYSICAL FEATURES and BEHAVIOR Date:

Circle One: 1st viewing 2nd viewing 3rd viewing

Viewing Time: minutes

SOAR Lens es! Used:

Observe the snail with the assigned lens  lenses! and check off the physical features you observe. Use words
from the list to label the features you see. foot

shell

eye

tentacle

mouth

head

apex

Measure the diameter of the snail shell to the nearest half centimeter:

Describe the behavior of the snail. Use ~secific verbs and adjectives.

SOAR: What can you observe with the 30X lens or the 200X lens that cannot be seen with the lX lens?
Discuss physical features and behavior.

Compare your observations, including the shell diameter, with previous ones if this is your second or third
viewing.

Develop a detailed drawing of the snail you observed, Use other paper,

Trailing the Snaili.OUISIANA



Name:
Date:

minutesViewing Time:
SOAR Lens es! Used:

mm / 60 seconds

Observe and Measure the distance that a snail moves during a given time.

2. PACE  Rate! traveled by snail
 Rate=distance/time!

in five minutes.

in one hour,

in one day

HINTS FOR SUCCESS:

Trailing the SnailLOUISIANA

TRAII.ING THE SNAIL - Activity Two
MEASURING A SNAIL'S PACE

Predict:
Guess how far a snail will move in one minute:

Step 1: Use the 1X lens  Set-up ¹3, Stand and View! or
the 30X lens  Set-up ¹7, invert and View!.

Step 2: Prepare a SOAR monitor ruler according to
standard guidelines. Reinove from the monitor.
Tape a clean transparency over the monitor,

Step 3: Place your snail in a small amount of aquarium
water in the petri dish. Place the dish on the SOAR
lens as described in the Set-up Guide.

Step 4: Use a pair of forceps or a pipette to gently c
the snail in the dish. Wait for the snail to begin
moving before starting the tiining in Step 5.

Calculate the rate of snail locomotion.

Step 6: Remove the transparency from the monitor.
Place a piece of string on the path you have traced,
Mark the beginning and end of the traced path on the
string.

Mark the 30-second intervals, Measure the lengths using
the monitor ruler you prepared for the lens you used.
SEE STEP 1.

STRING LENGTHS  as measured by monitor ruler!
1st interval

2nd interval

3rd interval

4th interval

Total Trail

�! Use a proportion to help you develop your predic-
tions, Exainple; If a snail moves at the pace of'7mm
in 30 seconds, how far would it go in five minutes?

7 x 7 70

30 300 30 300

Since 30 x 10 = 300, multiply 7 x 10 to calculate the
new distance. The snail will go 70mm in 5 min., or
300 seconds.

Step 5: Begin timing 30-second intervals while tracing
the snail's trail on the transparency taped to the
monitor. One partner does the timing; one does the
tracing, Begin tracing at the center  apex! of the shell,
and trace the path that the shell center inoves.

Every 30 seconds make a tick mark on the traced
path, and continue tracing,

Stop after two minutes or when the snail goes off the
screen, whichever comes first,

MATH CALCULATIONS:

l. Average distance traveled during 30 seconds

3, Predictions:

My snail will go

My snail will go

My snail will go

�! Remember 1 minute = 60 seconds
So 5 minutes � 5 x 60 seconds

1 hour = 60 x 60 seconds

1 day = 24 x 60 x 60 seconds
And 10mm= 1 cm

100 cm = 1 m





students to 'lhc phystcai propel tIcs th'lt chBI'Bctcrizc sand
samples, The activities focus on guiding the student
t'hI ougl1 obscl va'tIons of co iol, gr<un size, Bnd sorlIng.

Hidden on every sandy beach is a mystery v aiting to be
solved..lust where did the s;md come fi om'? Did it tras el
very far'? Sands betray thc secrets of their history to the
skilled sleuth. The focus oi'this folio is to introduce

I'recess Skills
Sand, Physical PIoperI!

Sol tI ng, Angui BI ltv,
Sediment, Lithification

Sedimentation

Middle School �-<8! Observing, Describing
Measuring

EBI1h Science

A cooperative project between the Undergraduate Biological Sciences Education Program Grant from the Howard Hughes Medical
institute to Louisiana State University and the Louisiana Sea Grant Col ege Program. "'Louisiana Sea Grant, September 2000.

Sand is the <geological term applied to particles with a
diameter between. I,'] 6 mm and'2 mm. Another usc ol'the

word "sand" that has little to do with grain size is in
reference to an accumulation, or deposit, of small
particles, such as a sand dune. Most sand starts life as a
rock. Over time, wind, rain, rivers,'and frost break down
the rock into smaller particles. These. small particles arc
carried dov nhill by running water and deposited aionj>
ou>. rivers and coasts. The once mighty n1ountain is
reduced over time to a large pile of sand.

Sands collected from different environments vary widely
in their characteristics and reflect the geologic history of
their source area. There are four common sources of
sands: skeletal remains of organisms, weathering ol'
continental granitic rocks, wcathcrmg of oceamc volcanic
rocks, and grains preciphated from water. For mstance,
sands collected from the beaches in the Bahamas or
Cancun are commonly dominated by carbonate grains
made ftom broken mollusk shells, sea urchin spines, and
coral debris, Sand is rare in the deep ocean, which is
mainly mud, However, careful washing of these muds
over very fine mesh reveals the carbonate remains of
minute ostracodes  a tiny ct<ustacean! and planktonic
foramimfcrs  a floating one-celled organisn1!. Sands
collected from near n1id-ocean ridges in thc ocean arc
dominated by particles of basalt from nearby Ijndcrwater

volcanoes. Sands collected from beaches on the potnt
bars of rivers or from beaches along the coast arc
commonly dominated by quartz and feldspar, two silicate
minerals found in continental rocks. These are not the
only environments.in which interesting sand can be
found. Sand from the Great Salt Lake of Utah is

bomposcd of nearlyperfect spheres. These sand grains
werc pI'cclpitatcd out of the highly saltv wvater. This type
of sand grain has the:.unusual name of no1ire  a. Latin
word for 'eug'!

The color of sand grains often provides clues to the types
of rocks and minerals froth which our sand samples
originate, For instance, several beaches in Hawaii arc
famous for their black. or green sand. The colors of these
sands come from the minerals that make up volcanic
rocks, such Bs lava and olivine. The tan sands of the
Mississippi'River sediments are made mostly of'quartz
 clear, v,'hite, tan, pink!, an'd fcldspars  white. pink! that
have weathered out of the granites and sandstones within
the Mississippi River watershed.



MAKING SENSE OF SAND GRAIN SIZE
Wenteor th Class Scale

Diameter  in hhillimeter s!

Boulder, >256 mm

Cobble, 64-256 mm

Pebble, 4-16 mm

Granule, 2-4 mm

SAND, Very Coarse., 1-2 mm

SAND, Coarse, 0.5 � 1 mm

SAND, Medium, 0.25 - 0.5 mm

SAND, Fine, 0.125 � 0.25 mm

SAND, Very Fine, 0.0625 - 0.125

Silt, 0.0039 - 0.0625 mm

Clay, < 0.0039



EBBgHBIC AÃcse SABA GWINE Sing@
Tell the "life storv" of an individual grain of sand from your sand sample. Here are some questions to help you
think of things you might include in your story. Who were its "parents"? How was it "born" ? Where was it
"born"'? Where did it come from? Does it have any "brothers and sisters"? What happened to it while
"growing up"? Did it travel'? Change shape" ,Change size? How did it get to be the way it is today? How did
it get to be where it is found today? Where was it found? Incorporate ideas of weathering, erosion, and
transportation.

Extend the story into the future: What will become of the sand grain'? WiH it go anywhere else? Incorporate
ideas of sedimentation  a word that means the process of sediment being deposited! and hthification  a big
word that means a process that turns seditnent into roclc!.

All'{N;." Sml PÃmHVg
Sand painting is an ancient Southwest Indian art. Medicine men created sand paintings to ask for healing or
blessings. These sacred paintings were made. after the sun went down and then were destroyed before sunrise.
To make your own sand paintings, you will need a piece of fine-grained �00! sandpaper  one for each
student!, white glue, colored sand, paper towels, carbon paper, and toothpicks or cotton swabs. A day or two
before you plan to have your students create their sand paintings, you need to make the colored sand. To do
this, mix in a plastic bag: one cup dry sand, one capful of rubbing alcohol, and food coloring. Allow this
colored sand mixture to dry completely. Have students draw a simple landscape or southwestern design on
white typing paper. Have students color in their design with crayons or colored pencils using the same colors
you have chosen for the colored sand. Have students use carbon paper to transfer  trace! the outline of their
design onto a sheet of fine-grained sandpaper, Students will then fiH in with a thin layer of glue the areas on
their sandpaper that are the same color on their drawings, Toothpicks or cotton swabs can be used to spread
glue. Sprinkle the colored sand over the glue. Let the glue dry completely before shaking off excess sand onto
a paper towel. This excess sand can be returned to the plastic bag and saved for another drawing, Allow each
color of sand to dry completely before adding the next color.

Gee gw'@ply

l.ocafe the source of your sample of sand on a map {either a world map or a map of the United States!,

1. What continent is your sand from?

What country is your sand from?

What state, if it is from the United States?

2. What is the latitude and longitude of the source of your sand sample?

3, What is the name of the nearest river to the east of your sand sample?

Wha{ is the name of the nearest river to thc west of your sand sample' ?

5. What is the name of the nearest ocean to your beach location?

Home Ec:ememkx: Sml Tmt CeekIee
Make sugar cookies from your favorite recipe. Roll your cookies in powdered or granular sugar after they
have cooled.





Secrets of Sand

Pre-lab preparation
Prepare sand-holding devices for each sand sample.
A simple perinanent sand sainple holder is an index
card with a strip of double-stick tape placed on it.
Each index card is then labeled with the collection

and location information. Other temporary sample
holding devices include 2x2 deep wells and petri
dishes. Each should be labeled with location

information.

SOAR Set-Up  see SOAR How-To Book!

SOAR set-up ¹4, Stand and View using the 30X lens.

Procedure

 I! Discuss with students what they already know about sand.
What is sand and where do we find it?

What materials in the classroom are made of sand?  Glass, concrete, etc.!
What are some other uses of sand?  Gardening, road construction, sand

blasting, de-icing roadways, etc.!
Discuss what geologists mean by the term "sand",  It refers to a particular

size range of sedimentary particles, 0. 0625 to 2.0 mm in diameter!
Is all sand the same? In what ways can sands differ from one another?

 Size, shape, different types of mineral grains, sorting, amount of
organic matter!

Do beaches in different places have different kinds of sand?  Yes. Sands are
dependent on the types of rocks that are eroding along the shore or
within the watershed that the river drains.!

�! Develop the concept of physical property.
What is a physical property? What are some physical properties that you

can observe about sand? Have students brainstorm a list of properties.
Guide their suggestions until they have listed the following physical
properties; color, size, composition, angularity and rounding, presence
of magnetic minerals. They will probably come up with several others.
All must be properties that can be observed and measured.

Discuss the other types of observations scientists can make about sand.
 The discussion should include the following areas: sorting, shape,
shininess, etc,!

�! Have students observe their sand samples first without magnification.
Students will work together in small groups to make this first set of

observations. Pass out duplicate sand sample cards to each group of
students. Students should fill their answers in on the blackline master

entitled Secrets of Sand provided in this folio.
Observe the physical property of grain color, What color is it? Are all the

sand grains the same color, or are they different colors? List the top
three colors of your sand.

Observe the physical property of grain size. Use your grain size chart to
help determine the size of your sand grains. Into what Wentworth
Classification range does your sand sample fit? Are all your sand grains
the same size or are there a variety of sizes?

Grade Level:

Middle

Group Size:
Small group

Summary:
Sand samples from different
beaches are each unique. They
provide a fun medium for
students to practice science and
math process skills.

Objectives:
~ To observe physical properties

of a sand sample.
~ To graphically represent the

distribution of diameters of a

random sample of sand grains.
~ To draw conclusions from data

gathered with SOAR.

Materials:
~ The Scope-On-A-Rope
~ Several sand samples
~ Grain size finders  see dia-

gram!
~ Small magnets
~ Angularity chart  see diagram!
~ Sand holding device  see

set-up recommendations

Duration:

Two 40-minute class periods,
More time might be needed
depending on depth/breadth of
observations.

Extensions:

Geography, creative writing,
cooking, art

Vocabulary:
Sand, physical property, sorting,
angularity, sediment, lithification,
sedimentation

National Science Standards:

Earth Ck Space Science �-8!

~ Structure of the earth system

Unifying Concepts  K-12!

Constancy, change and
measurement

LOUISIANA Secrets of Sand



Use SOAR to make the following observations. Extending the Activity
The blackline master entitled "Sand Sorting" takes
students through an activity that has thetn gather random
data on sand grain diameters. The data are then graphed
and the results interpreted to detertnine if the sand sample
was well-sorted or poorly sorted.

�! Now use the SOAR to look at your sand. Focus on
the color of the sand grains and their sizes.

What color is it? What sizes are the grains in your
sand? Are they all the same size and shape? What is
the diameter of the biggest grain? The smallest grain?
Use a monitor ruler to determine these measurements, Materials needed for each group: transparency metric

ruler with millimeter markings, sand sample card,
transparency marker.�! Discuss with students how their observations of

sand with and without SOAR compare.

List differences in observations between the two

methods of observing your sand. What was similar?
What most surprised you about your sand sample
when you saw it magnified?

SOAR set-up ¹4: Stand and View with 30X lens.

Time allotment: one class period.

Group size: small groups. Can be done independently as a
learning station.

�! Observe the physical properties of roundness and
angularity.

Are most of the grains rounded or smooth, or are they
rough and jagged  angular!?

�! Observing the physical property of grain shape.
Describe the shape s! of the grains of sand?  Spheres,
rods, discs, irregular blobs, etc,!

Assessment Strategies
Give students new sand sample cards and have them
describe the physical properties of their samples  i.e.,
color, shape, roundness, sorting, and composition!, Have
them determine what class on the Wentworth Scale their

sample belongs in by taking the average diameter of 25
random grains from their sample.

 9! Wrap-up.

Looking at the observations you just made, did you
discover anything unexpected or surprising about your
sand samples?

SeaScope IDEA: Start an Arenology  Sand! Collection
Sand is easy to collect, everyone can participate, and best of all, it is free! Sand collections can easily be started and expanded
by encouraging students and friends to collect sand samples while on vacation during holidays and summer breaks. Volunteer
collectors need to record their name s!, as well as the place and date of the collection on slips of paper tucked into the contain-
ers they collected the sand in. It is helpful if this information is also written in permanent marker on the outside of the bag/box/
film canister as well. Locality information and the collector's name are recorded into the "deposit" book when the donation is
made.

Secrets of SandLOUISIANA

 8! Observe the physical property of composition.
Are the grains of sand made of the same material?
What observations enabled you to arrive at your
answer? How many different types and colors of sand
grains can you find? Do you see anything that looks
as if it's made of several sand grains all glued together?
If so, this is a sedimentary rock fragment. If your
samples have rock fragments in them, are all the
fragments from the same kind of rock? Is some of the
sand made from the remains of living organisms  shell
fragments, small organisms, etc.!? Does your sand
have any magnetic minerals?  Important; Do not
place the magnet directly in the sand. Instead, place
the magnet on the outside of the container that holds
the sand sample and move it around.!

Teacher hints: If a sample is "well-sorted" this means that
the sand grains are approximately the same size. If it' s
poorly sorted, there will be a wide scattering of grain sizes.
Graphically, a "well-sorted" sand will have most grains
fall into one or two sizes adjacent to one another. A
poorly sorted sample will have bars scattered from one
side of the chart to another,



Secrets of Sand - Activity One
OBSERVING PHYSICAL FEATURES

Name:

Date:

The physical properties of a sand sample tell a geologist many things about the history of a particular sand's area, such as
a beach, Here we will look at the physical properties of sand in order to tell a story of this sand sample's geological
history.

Sand Sample Name or ID Number

1. Is your sample many colors or all one color~

2. Are the grains all about the same size?

If the grains of sand are mostly all the same size, the sample is what geologists refer to as "well sorted". If there is
a wide range of grain sizes, the sand is considered to be "poorly sorted".

3. Is your sample well sorted or poorly sorted?

4. How would you define sorting in your own words?  Use a complete sentence.!

B. Roundness and angularity  a big word that means how sharp the edges are! can tell the geologist how long a sand
particle might have been in a stream or river. Observe your sample with your eyes and with Scope-On-A-Rope.

5. Are the grains smooth and rounded?

C. The shape of the sand grains can also tell the geologist about the types of minerals that make up the sand, Again,
observe your sample with your eyes and with Scope-On-A-Rope.

6. What shapes are the grains of sand  spheres, rods, discs, irregular blobs!?

D. Composition of the sand sample tells the geologist where the sand might have originally come from.

7. Is your sand sample all made of one type of grain?

If it is a mixture, how many different minerals or fragments are in it?

8. Does some of the sand consist of small broken pieces of rocks?

A lot, or a little?9. Is some of the sand from living things?

10. Are there any minerals in your sand sample that are attracted to a magnet?  Borrow a magnet from
your teacher to check this physical property.!
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A. Examine your sand specimen, Use the grain-size finder and sorting chart as a guide to answer the following questions
about the color, grain size and sorting of your sand sample, Color tells the geologist what types of minerals might
make up the sand. Grain size tells the geologist how fast the water might have been moving and/or how far the sand
was deposited from shore. Sorting can tell the geologist whether the sand was deposited quickly or if it gradually
settled out of a current. Some tools to help understand sand are found on the next page.



SeaScope Folio: Secrets of Sand - ActMty Two
SORTING IT Ali. OUP.

Name:

Date:

Representing our sand data graphically allows us to see if there is a pattern in our data. This lab will help you to make some
tneasurements on a sand sample and then check to see if there is a pattern to your sample's grain size,

Sand Sample Name or ID Number

A. Prepare a measuring tool  a monitor ruler! to use with SOAR. Set up the SOAR using set-up P4  Stand and View
using the 30X lens!. Get an overhead transparency sheet from your teacher and carefully tape the sheet to the TV monitor on
the top and bottom edges of the transparency. With a standard ruler, measure the diagonal length of your TV monitor and
write it on the corner of the transparency. Take a metric ruler and have a group member hold the SOAR so that you can see
the millimeter markings. Trace the millimeter  mm! markings onto the transparency sheet using a transparency pen. Label
your transparent monitor ruler with the distance between the two markings.

B. With your new monitor ruler, measure the diameter of 24 random particles of sand.  A random sample of diameters
will give you the best representation of your overall sample, so don't try to pick all the biggest or smallest grains, Perhaps
your group members can come up with a strategy to pick a random sample,! Record your measurements in the chart below.

C. Create a bar graph that compares the diameters of the grains.
1. Take your largest diameter and subtract the smallest diameter to get the range in diameters for your sand sample.

The range of your sand sample is mm.
2. Divide your range by five. This will give you your category size  abbreviated "cat. sz" below!. Round your answer

to the nearest whole number. The category size of your sand sample is mm,
3, Take your smallest diameter and add your category size to it, Finish filling in the equation below.

smallest+ cat. sz � xxxxx + cat. sz � xxxxx + cat. sz = xxxxx + cat. sz � xxxxx + cat. sz xxxxx

4. Prepare your graph. The six numbers in the boxes in step 3 will be your range numbers for your bar graph. On a
se grate sheet of a er, draw a horizontal axis, Label the horizontal axis with the range numbers. Give your
horizontal axis the title: Sand grain size. Draw a vertical axis connected to the left side of your horizontal axis.
Counting by two, label the vertical axis with numbers 2-24. Label this axis, Numbev of sand grains.

5. Count up the number of grains that fall within each range. Enter the data on your graph by creating a bar that rises
to the number of grains that fall within each range.
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D. Understanding and interpreting your sand grain data.
One thing the bar graph tells us is what geologists call "sorting". If you have only one group of bars  rather than two groups
or a spread of bars!, geologists say that the sand is "well-sorted," meaning the grains are pretty much all one size. If you have
two groups of bars, or a spread of bars, then your sand is "poorly sorted". According to your graph, what type of sorting does
your sand sample have?







Thc third life stage is the pupa.
Pupae are comma-shaped and
stay at the water's surface. lf
disturbed they tumble downward
to escape. Pupae do not feed, and
this stage lasts only for two or
three days. Both larvae and pupae
are eaten by dragonflies, fish,
tadpoles, frogs, and turtles.

Some species are active only at
dusk, while others are active
during the day. Only the females
seek blood. which they need as a
protein source 10 produce eggs.
Males as well as females feed on

flower iiectar or plant juices for
energy. Adult mosquitoes provide
a food source for bats, birds, and
dragoiiflies.

Water is essentia.l for the

development of the mosquito,
which goes through complete
metamorphosis egg, larva,
pupa, aiid adult. The egg is laid
by the adult female directly on the
water's surface or on a solid

structure that is subject to
flooding. Eggs laid on a structure
will not hatch until flooded and

can remain viable for several years
waiting for water. Eggs appear
whitish or yellowish when laid,
but later become brown: they may
be laid singly or in floats, Many
insects such as cockroaches and

pill bugs feed on mosquito eggs.
Out of the 100-400 eggs laid by a
female, only a few adults develop
success fully.

The adult stage appears in as few
as 7-10 days in some mosquitoes.
Adult behaviors vary depending
upon the species. Some breed and
live near water, which may be
fresh or brackish Other species
may fly
from a b

The second life stage is the larva.
Larvae always five in water and
cannot survive long out of it.
T'hey get air at the water's surface.
When disturbed, laivae actively
move in an s-shaped motion that
gives them their common name,
"wi g gl er". They can swim down
from the surface but need to return

to it shortly in order to breathe,
Laivae are filter feeders, eating
algae and other organic matter in
the water, which they collect by
using their bristle-like mouth
parts,

PUPB

Most people can t say many good things about mosquitoes. However, mosquitoes do play an important role in
the food web. During the course of their lifespan, mosquito eggs. laivae, pupae and adults are important
sources of food for many animals. For instance, the common "mosquito fish," Gambusia a/finis, suiv ives by
eatIng larvae deposited in freshwater lakes. A large female can cat 100-200 ' mosquito larvae in a day, Many
other aquatic insect predators and small fish depend on the mosquito as an important link in the food chain.



Answer the following questions in complete sentences.

 l} Explain why water is essential to a moquito.

�} "To everything there is a purpose." Explain what purpose mosquitoes have on the planet

�} Draw four stages of mosquito metamorphosis. Label each metamorphosis stage in the space given

Stage Name

Stage Name

�} Explain how mosquitoes are harmful and what precautions humans take to control them
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Grade Level:

Middle

Group Size:
Whole group

SOAR Set-UP  see SOAR How-To Book!

Use INVERT AND VIEW

~ Set-up ¹7: 200X magnification works best for viewing eggs
~ Set-up ¹6; 1X magnification works best for viewing adults

Use STAND AND VIEW

~ Set-up ¹4: 30X magnification works best for viewing larvae and pupae

bay One  about 1-2 hours!
 I! Read and follow mosquito kit directions.

One hour before class, begin the hatching process
~ Unscrew the top  container w/screen! from the bottom clear plastic part of

the kit. Water used must be free of chlorine. You can use purchased spring
water, tap water that has been allowed to sit for 24 hours, or water that has
been treated with dechlorinating chemicals. Rainwater also works well.
Fill half of the bottom container.

~ A pinch of food should then be added to the water.
Drop all but one of the pieces of paper with eggs into the water mixture.
These mosquito eggs will be used later,

~ Place some of the water mixture into the test tube with the remaining eggs
and reseal it. These are the eggs to be used today,

Materials:
~ The Scope-On-A-Rope

~ Instant Mosquito Kit

~ Deep-well slides

~ Poster board

~ Yarn

~ One-liter soft drink bottle

~ Four 250ml beakers

~ Ball of string�! Before viewing mosquito eggs, discuss with students their attitudes
concerning mosquitoes.

Write on a sheet of paper three descriptive words that come to mind
when you hear the word mosquito. You may want to write a collective list
on the board,

~ Why do you think we have negative feelings about mosquitoes?
~ Do you think there are any positive reasons for mosquitoes to exist?
~ What role or purpose do you think mosquitoes have on our planet?

Duration:

Five to ten days, varying from
one hour to 30-minute time

periods

Kxtensions:

Reading, Language Arts

�! Discuss background information with students. You may want to duplicate
"The Life Cycle of a Mosquito" and give each student a. copy. National Science Standards:

Life Science �-8!

~ Populations & ecosysteins
Science as Inquiry �-8!

~ Abilities necessary to do

scientific inquiry

�! After the test tube has been allowed to sit in a warm place, like your pocket,
for an hour, use SOAR at 200X magnification to view and draw the eggs
hatching. They should appear whitish or yellowish.

�! Discuss what would happen if there were no water for the eggs to hatch in.
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Mosquitoes: Their Place on the Planet
Pre-lab preparation
Order a mosquito kit at least two weeks prior to this lesson from;

East Baton Rouge Mosquito Abatement and Rodent Control
2829 Lt. Gen. Ben Davis Jr. Ave.

Baton Rouge, LA, 70807. Phone: �25! 356-3297
The cost is approximately $8.00 and the kit is easy to use.

07

You can order mosquito kits from a biologi
or

Collect samples from students' backyards.

Make copies of the Lab Observation Sheet.

�! Using SOAR at 200X magnification, view and draw the floaters.

Summary:
Mosquitoes have distinct stages of
metamorphosis, each playing a
unique role in the food web. By
observing each stage of
metamorphosis, students will
analyze growth and development
of mosquitoes,

Objectives:
~ To determine the role water

plays in the life cycle of a
mosquito

~ To describe the life cycle of the
mosquito

~ To determine the role mosqui-
toes play in the world's food
web

~ To identify the stages of
mosquito metamorphosis





Reinforcement Activity 3: Food Web

DirectionsObjectives

Materials

posters, yarn and a ball of string

Reinforcement Activity 2: Food Chain

LOUISIANA

~ Students will determine the role mosquitoes have on the
planet.

~ Students will determine the role water plays in the life
cycle of mosquitoes.

Pre-activity Planning:
�! Make activity cards by cutting 16 6" x 10" rectangles

of poster board,

�! Label each rectangle with one of the following:
water frogs pill bugs sun bats
algae turtles plant nectar eggs tadpoles
fish birds cockroaches dragonflies
larvae and pupae adult  mosquito!

�! Punch holes in the upper corners of the rectangles and
tie yarn long enough to hang the signs from student's
necks.

Objectives
~ Students will determine the role mosquitoes play in the

food chain on the planet,
~ Students will understand energy loss that occurs

between successive levels of a food chain,

Materials
1 bottle containing 1,000 inl � liter! of any soft drink
4 - 250rnl beakers or cups
1 pipette
4 cards from food web activity

 algae, mosquitoes, dragonfly, bird!

Procedure

�! The 1000 ml of soft drink represent 1000 joules of
energy from the sun �000 joules equal 238.66
calories!

�! Four students receive cards representing algae,
mosquito, dragonfly, and bird. Each also receives a
beaker or cup.

�! Measure 100 rnl of drink and pour it into the algae
person's cup. Now pour the other 900 ml of drink
dow'n the drain, This is the 90'/0 of the sun's energy
not used in photosynthesis and therefore does not
become part of the food chain,

�! Students will be given the role of either an abiotic or
biotic factor from the environment.

�! Hand the student wearing the sun card a ball of string.
He or she will hold the end of the string and pass the
ball to another student in the circle with whom she or

he can be "related." The first person will then explain
to the whole group what this relationship is,
For example, if the sun passes the string to algae, the
student should say, "algae, because algae needs the sun
for photosynthesis," The algae student may then pass
the string to the larvae/pupae student and explain that
larvae and pupae feed on algae, This continues one
move at a time showing relationships.

Evaluation

�! You may end up holding portions of the string coming
from and going to many different things, Now, what
happens if one part of the environment is removed?
Test your prediction.

�! What parts of the environment would you want not to
let go of? Which parts seem to be the most important
for maintaining the relationships in the circle? Look at
the connections to water, Why are there so many of
them?

�! Have the algae person pour 10 ml of the drink into the
mosquito person's cup. The algae person may now
consume 90 ml of the drink.

�! The mosquito person measures 1 ml of the drink into
the cup of the dragonfly person. The mosquito person
may now drink the remaining 90'io.

�! The dragonfly person measures 10'/o of the drink into
the cup of the bird. The dragonfly now drinks the
remaining portion.

�! The bird now drinks 1 ml, if it can be poured out of the
cup!

Expected Results
Students will notice the role the mosquito plays in the food
chain and note the amount of energy that is transferred.

Evaluation Questions
�! What role did the mosquito play in the food chain?
�! What might happen if the mosquito was not a part of

this food chain?
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